Challenge 1:
1. dog - hound
2. untidy - scruffy
3. friend - ally
4. hang - dangle
5. grumpy - cross

2. a) 1. giggle
2. chuckle
3. cackle
4. guffaw
5. snigger

2. b) laugh

Super Challenge 1:
1. weak
2. gloomy
3. happy
4. pleasant
5. terrible
6. worst
7. early
8. reject

Challenge 2:
Word webs
plant: shrub, cactus, weed, herb, bulb
poem: rap, acrostic, limerick, sonnet, haiku
hair: curly, matted, ginger, tousled, bobbed
material: fleece, satin, lycra, wool, corduroy

Challenge 3:
1. fantastic
2. thrilled
3. fine, raced
4. devoured
5. delicious
6. fed up

Super Challenge 3:
1. fierce-looking, razor-like
2. feast-like, delicious-smelling
3. frog-like, slimy-looking
4. sweet-smelling, jewel-like
5. deafening-sounding, rocket-like

Challenge 4:
The owl was fierce-looking but graceful.
He held a silver trophy with red ribbons tied to it.
Sarah’s trousers were too short and too tight.
The flowers were tall and brightly-coloured.
The paint on the table was pink and very sticky.
She saw an ugly monster with sharp teeth.
Samir told her that the spider was small but deadly.

Super Challenge 4:
1. zoomed, accelerated
2. scurrying, scuttling
3. pattering, pouring
4. scratch, dig
5. shake, shudder